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2018 was a productive year. However, we needed to recover from
trauma caused by severe crises which hit us in 2017 by office fire and
the sudden death of Mary Humphreys: apart from coming to terms
with the loss as a team, much effort was put into searching for and
replacing essential organizational knowledge and documents which
was lost through both incidences. Despite this difficult situation, the
Raphael Centre staff proceeded with their programme activities
following the Strategic Plan for 2018:

her function as Chair due to other important commitments so that I
stood in as Acting Chair Person. I would like to give thanks to the rest
of the board who supported me.
Unfortunately, we had an incident of unauthorized removal of petty
cash which was dealt with following the Centre’s disciplinary
protocols. The concerned staff member was dismissed and the petty
cash restored. We need to thank the rest of the staff who contributed
to the year’s achievements with commitment and passion for what
they do.

Program Activities:
The core programs of Health Testing Services (HTS) and Asset-based
Citizen-driven Development (ABCD) had a dynamic year, making a
daily contribution to the upliftment of families in the Makhanda area.
The strategy of both programmes was guided by the International
AIDS society 90 90 90 targets and followed a strength-based, peopledriven paradigm. Our board and staff have continued working on
increasing the Centre’s footprint by advocating for asset-based and
citizen-driven community engagement and a more holistic approach to
youth wellbeing in our town. One highlight was the invitation of Anne
Loeffler to participate in a podium discussion on Youth Wellbeing, next
to Makana Subdistrict Manager N. Kanise and Eastern Cape Health
Superintendent Dr T. Mbengashe. One excellent opportunity to
showcase our work was the Rhodes University Community
Engagement Symposium. Our team held an introduction to strengthbased community work and presented the Siya Sonke project.

Financial Support:
Ikhala Trust awarded our team with the Stanley Elliott Memorial
Award as the Best Grantee of 2018. We feel honoured and proud of
this outstanding achievement! I am pleased to share that we had
sufficient funds to facilitate all of our programme activities this year.
None of the work would have been possible without the newly formed
partnership with DG Murray Trust and continued support and funding
from our overseas donours and local funders.
Unfortunately, the English funder Club Peloton who has been
contributing to half of our annual budget for the last four years gave
notice that going forward they will continue supporting Britain - based
organisations only. This means that we need to replace not only the
source of most of our annual core costs but also a partner with an
excellent long-term rapport. This will be an ongoing battle and vital for
the sustainability of the organization.

Raphael Centre team

Phehello Mahasele

I would like to thank the new board member Corinne Knowles who
joined our team. Unfortunately, Dr Michelle Walsh had to lay down

Acting Chairperson, Raphael Centre Board
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Governance and Compliance
I would like to thank our board members for their commitment to
serve as governing body throughout 2018. Our quarterly meetings
were productive and supportive and I could call upon each member’s
expertise if I needed guidance during the year.

domestic and gender-based violence. Reabetswe L. Molobela and Sabi
Baninzi (RU Psychology master students) gave us introductions to the
close link between poverty and social & mental ill-health. It was
emphasised how poverty has contributed to most prevalent forms of
compromised mental well-being which, return, has trapped families in
poverty (vicious cycle of poverty).

All necessary documents were provided to the NPO directorate and all
is on track with the Department of Labour and South African Revenue
Services. Besides, we renewed our B-BBEE certificate and remained
Level Four Contributor.
Our Programmes:
Health Testing Services Programme (HTS): Our HTS-team provided
easy access to basic health screening (HIV, other STIs, TB and basic
eye) and fast-tracking to treatment. Also, they addressed the social
drivers where HIV occurs.
Asset-based Community-driven Development (ABCD): Our ABCD-team
used a consciousness building approach to shift people’s mindsets
from deficit-based thinking to a strength-based one. We shared tools
which foster self-confidence and resilience but also empower people
to drive their processes toward wellbeing.

(Reabetswe Molobela & Sabi Baninzi 2018)

Mental well-being is a crucial pillar to community health and
development. We were invited to talk about local mental health at a
broadcast by Rhodes Music Radio and at the #Debate2019 on Youth
Wellbeing in October this year. The Grocott's Mail invited us to be one
of the panellists, next to Makana Subdistrict Manager N. Kanise and
Eastern Cape Health Superintendent Dr T. Mbengashe.

Strategy and Leadership
20 years of experience made within the field of community health and
poverty alleviation made us realise that to focus on symptoms of
poverty alone (e.g. HIV infection, high teenage pregnancies) does little
to enable positive change. In 2018, we looked a little closer into the
co-existential relationship between poverty and mental and social
wellbeing to understand its cycle.

Fostering resilience, self-confidence and aspirations among people
have been a strong purpose in our community-driven development
programme for a couple of years. In 2018, they became an important
integral part of our community health interventions too:
we explored ways of uniting strengths of both of our teams in specific
projects for a more meaningful and deeper impact on young people’s

Poverty is traumatizing and, over generations, has created many
dysfunctional families in our community. Daily struggles to meet basic
needs have caused stress and distress and is exhausting. We see the
effects of this: depression, learned helplessness, substance abuse,
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lives and upgraded our outreach called “Khanya” (formerly referred to
as ‘Khanya be SMART’). With this, we reach out to school youth and
address the social drivers where HIV occurs. Some of them are
intergenerational and transactional intimate relationships (‘blesser’),
socio-economic distress at home and having little future perspectives.
Our HTS team facilitated persona-doll workshops where youth
analysed reasons for engaging with ‘blessers’, looked at the
consequences, identified where to find help but also looked at
alternatives in the quest to meet their needs (love, acceptance,
economic stability, perspectives). The ABCD team continued these
discourses through sharing a basic introduction to the different types
of resources, personal strengths and capacities as well as basic project
planning. This was to ignite ideas around independency, leadership,
responsibilities and the freedom to be the ‘first creator' of own life
plans (see more about Khanya on page 10).

Networks and Partners
The Rhodes Business School made contact for their master students
attending the ‘Leadership for sustainability course’. We became one
of the field-sites for their students who are required to provide some
‘business' evaluation and counselling to civil society organisations. We
were interested in improving our ABCD project retention and business
success rates and gave this question to the students who researched
around this field. They did so using interviews with us and literature
study. Their work sparked some new ideas such as involving Rhodes
Community Engagement students for project follow-up and adding a
business pitching skills module to our 4 days ABCD standard course.
In July this year, we received a request from the Biotechnology
Innovation Centre of Rhodes University to advocate their research in
developing rapid CD4 cell count test kits. We strongly support
innovations in this field since it has the potential to provide easy
access to improved health care to the majority of people affected by
HIV. We agreed to be interviewed by their funder UNICEF to cover
some information from a practitioner’s side in this field. This interview
was exciting and we wish Mrs Limson and her team the best of luck
with commencing their important study.

Last year, I mentioned in our report that we intend to slowly narrow
our focus to specific population groups, such as youth from 2018. I am
pleased to share that both of our teams reached over 2100 teenagers
and youth this year. This is a remarkable achievement which makes us
very proud.
Responding to local priorities: The National Department of Health
announced that it was “imperative” that every person who tests HIVpositive will receive treatment timeously (National Department of
Health, October 2017). We started in early 2018 to make
arrangements with five of our local Primary Health Care clinics. We
clarified fast-lining procedures for medical attention and received the
relevant contacts for medical assistance for people we diagnose with
HIV. Ever since we could facilitate easy access to treatment for all
newly diagnosed individuals within three working days.

Thanks to Ikhala Trust, the Raphael Centre was one of the South
African delegates at the International Conference for Asset-based
Community-driven Development in Port Elizabeth this year. It was
attended by 170 people from 23 countries. Some important insights
gained from the conference were: 1. Consciousness building is the
most critical element of our community engagement as there has
been much problem- and deficit-focused conditioning (‘learned
helplessness') among people; 2. Critical thinking is as crucial as
appreciative inquiry for the development of our interventions. Change
is a constant condition under which we work. Therefore, organisations
need to keep adapting to current local pre-conditions. 3. Engaging
with and listening to indigenous and endogenous insights and stories
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(for instance through appreciative interviewing) is an essential
ingredient for understanding, igniting and sustaining local change.

page 18) as well as a Logical Framework for each of our programmes.
Furthermore, Ikhala Trust sponsored our participation in the
International ABCD Festival ‘Imbizo’ and the ‘Creative Facilitation’
workshop to two of our staff members.

The Department of Social Development invited us to plan and be part
of an important youth campaign on sexual reproductive health rights
in Makana for World Population Day this year. The Raphael Centre
supported these activities by facilitating Heath Testing Services and
we co-facilitated with Ikhala Trust an introduction to Asset-based
Community-driven Development at the Youth Camp in July.

I would like to give heartfelt thanks to Leonie Yendal and Cindy
Deutschmann for generating crucial bridging funds this year: Leonie is
a professional cyclist and agreed to make her annual cycling a
fundraiser for our organization. Her epic journey took one month and
over 1,200 km. She travelled the back roads from Upington in the
Northern Cape and cycled over the Winterberg back to our city.
Leonie raised funds from individuals along the way and Cindy
Deutschmann prepared and managed the crowdfunding page as well
as promoted it on social media.

During this year, we collaborated with a variety of further community
partners and we would like to give thanks to Rhodes University
Community Engagement, HEAIDS, the Child Protection Action Forum
(CPAF), the Grocott’s Mail, Holy Cross School, Rhodes University ‘1st
things 1st’ campaign , and Candle Light event organisers.
Resource mobilisation and management
Special thanks must go to all funders and donours who have
generously provided the necessary resources to continue and develop
further our work this year! We thank Club Peloton, the Emthonjeni
Trust, the Scottish Episcopal Church Global Partnership Committee
and the Scottish Episcopal Church Mission Association (SECMA) and
various Scottish congregations through strong advocacy by Denise
Herbert. They have been our long-term supporters and we wish to
emphasise our sincerest gratitude for the established rapport and
tireless contribution to our programmes over the years! Also, we are
proud and excited about the new partnership with the DG Murray
Trust!

Finally, we wish to thank our individual donours who have supported
us monthly throughout the year. Your continued contributions have
been very meaningful and motivational to us.
Research and Presentation

Furthermore, we would love to acknowledge the invaluable assistance
by the Ikhala Trust who supported our Siya Sonke project this year
again. In addition, the organization gifted us the Strategic Planning
session facilitated by Ninnette Eliasov from Elamanzi. She assisted
with the development of the Raphael Centre Theory of Change (see

Two of my colleagues from the ABCD team and I attended Rhodes
University’s Community Engagement and Social Innovation
Symposium in May this year. This event invited all stakeholders
involved with community development to present their work and
research in this field. We received innovative ideas around mobile
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health education platforms, trans-disciplinary educational approaches,
and private and public partnerships. We presented our Siya-Sonke
movie at the Symposium and our session was attended by about 30
academics and community development practitioners. The movie,
which is 17 minutes long, features three individual stories of change
by our Siya Sonke learning partners.

In 2018, the following training and staff development took place:
Creative Facilitation by Ikhala Trust & Elamanzi
Digital storytelling by Ikhala Trust
Word Press by IT Solutions
Community Development Professionalization – Department of
Social Development
Usage of portal online budget data (vulekamali.gov.za) by
National Treasury and Vulekamali
Job Shadowing: The Eastern Cape Midlands College sent us five
students who were interested in learning about community
engagement. They assisted our ABCD team in the Siya Sonke child
protection activities for three days.

The Siya Sonke movie was produced in February this year and we had
substantial help from M. Azlan Makalima from Multimedia Makenik
Pty.Ltd. and David Fourie from the Tarkastad Group.

I would like to acknowledge and give special thanks to the students
who have volunteered and contributed to our programmes with their
expertise, diligence and great commitment:

The Siya Sonke project forms our ABCD at household levelintervention which is carefully monitored to help us understand how
positive change at an individual, family, household and community
occur. Learning outcomes will serve to reflect on our mission and
strategy. We also intend to see if our approach has the potential for
meaningful local change at a grassroots level. Such a model could be
adapted and used in other communities. In our last annual report, we
mentioned that we are in the process to consolidate preliminary
findings. They are now available: https://raphaelcentre.co.za/wpcontent/uploads/2019/07/Siya-Sonke-Progress-Report2019-editedfinal.pdf

Reabetswe Molobela & Sabi Baninzi (Master Students Psychology/
Rhodes University)
They facilitated child protection,
children’s rights and leadership
workshops for our Siya Sonke
children and youth throughout
2018! Besides, both students
provided us with a series of
insightful presentations about
the co-existing relationship
between poverty and mental illhealth.

Staff Management and Capacity Building
We are very pleased to share that our volunteer Nomaxabiso Precious
Fani, who has assisted us in our Siya Sonke project, received a
permanent working contract.
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Pieter Bredenkamp (Psychology/ Rhodes University)
Pieter assisted us with upgrading the pre-and post-test procedure of
our HIV counselling and follow up for youth.
Sisipho Ndibaza ( BA Politics and Psychology / Rhodes University)
Sisipho assisted in the Siya Sonke child and youth activities during the
last term of this year.
And finally, we would also like to thank eleven learners from the
Diocesan School for Girls. The girls mentored our Siya Sonke children
during the last term of this year. This connection was initiated by their
teacher Sue Paton. Thank you, Sue and DSG girls!
In closing, I would like to acknowledge and thank my colleagues, Noli,
Nomfundo, Zodwa, and Nomaxabiso for their diligence, commitment,
care and teamwork the entire year. It has been a great privilege to
work and move forward together in 2018 – Siya Sonke!
Anne Loeffler (General Manager), Raphael Centre
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“A mindset change is often contagious. When people come up with daring ideas, others get inspired and encouraged to think beyond their
(Petra Künkel)
Khanya (isiXhosa for being bright, smart, shining like a diamond)

Health Testing Services (HTS) Programme

This intervention is run by both the HTS and ABCD team. It aims at
youth aged between 13 to 24 years. This is the age group with the
fastest-growing HIV-infection rate in South Africa. We use personadoll story-telling to actively involve the learners with the most
pressing local teenager issues. Also, we facilitate some activities
which foster knowledge and awareness about personal assets
(especially strengths and network). They form, next to knowledge,
essential preconditions for building self-esteem and assertiveness
and for making (informed) health choices.

The activities of this programme aim at contributing to the 90-90-90
targets (UNAIDS & National Department of Health) by making HIV
counselling and testing, STI, TB and treatment accessible to high-risk
groups. In 2018, our main focus groups were adolescents (especially
girls and young women).
This programme is made up of two elements:

Apart from socio-economic interventions, there is a strong demand
for HIV testing services and effective support and counselling
systems for those testing positive. Yet, nothing much is known
about supporting HIV-positive teenagers and adolescents to develop
a healthy relationship with themselves, life, and their HIV-positive
status. Currently, little support exists for HIV-infected youth and
effective systems of support need to be established to assist them.
This year, our teams focused on learners from Grade 8 to Grade 10
from Mary Waters High School and Nathaniel Nyaluza Secondary
School. Both HTS and ABCD teams engaged over 900 pupils each.

1.

On- and off-site health check package composed of HIV
counselling and testing and further STI and TB screening.
Also, with the assistance of Dr Davies Optometrist and the
Eye-Store, we are offering a visual health screening
consisting of a basic sight check, markers for glaucoma and
a retina health screen at our Youth Hub office
Grahamstown/ Joza.

2.

Through follow-up and ongoing support, we intend that
90% of those testing positive for HIV reach a health status
where the virus is undetectable.

HIV tests and Follow-up Consultations, Screening for TB and STIs
Within the last twelve months, our team tested over 1800
individuals for HIV and screened for TB and STIs. Among them were
930 youth and adolescents (60% were girls and young women).
The fast-tracking of newly diagnosed individuals (which involves
making a clinic appointment to arrange fast-lining for the client) has
picked-up during the year: our team managed to link all newly
diagnosed individuals to medical care within three working days.
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“A mindset change is often contagious. When people come up with daring ideas, others get inspired and encouraged to think beyond their
(Petra Künkel)
Our team offered health testing and screening at our offices in
Dundas Street and Joza community. Also, they followed several HIVtesting requests in the Makana District. They came from: The
Department of Correctional Services, The Eastern Midlands College,
Rhodes University, Makana Municipality, Department of Health,
Department of Social Development and Holy Cross School for
Children.

This programme aims at fostering well-being and strength-based
thinking through ABCD training, Siya Sonke groups and communal
projects. The three main areas are:
1. ABCD Introduction and Training: To ‘ignite’ a shift of
mindsets from needs- and deficit-focused thinking to
strength-based awareness;
2. Siya Sonke household project – ABCD as practice: Regular
ABCD follow-up visits at homes to unblock processes of
growth through people mobilizing, growing, investing and
looking after their assets and increased household income
3. Encouraging sustainable community initiatives which foster
social cohesion and strengthen ABCD as a paradigm for local
growth (by involving social environment of Siya Sonke
partners).

Asset-based Community-driven Development (ABCD) Programme

ABCD introductions and training

“… if we do not develop our own self-awareness and become
responsible for first creations [life plan and first steps], we empower
other people and circumstances outside of our circle of influence to
shape much of our lives by default… and by other people’s
agendas…”. (Stephen Covey)

In 2018, we introduced ABCD to about 250 students who attended
the volunteers’ programme at Rhodes University Community
Engagement. We also, as part of the Khanya project, exposed over
900 school youth to the basics of asset and strength-based thinking
through introductory sessions and a workshop.

We wish to enable communities and individuals to drive their own
processes of well-being and being the first creator of life plans,
community growth and change. This programme forms the broader
wellness and transformative component in our response to health
promotion and HIV protection.

In the last twelve months, our team trained more than 108
individuals from Joza and Vukani areas in Asset-based Communitydriven Development. Each course took 3.5 days. Over 90 % of the
participants were adolescents: we saw two Thabiso Life Skills groups
at Assumption Development Centre and one school youth group at
Nombulelo Secondary School.
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“A mindset change is often contagious. When people come up with daring ideas, others get inspired and encouraged to think beyond their
(Petra Künkel)
The main objective of the courses is to raise self-confidence and
motivation. This is done through uncovering their own capacities
and further valuable resources which people bring to bear on their
daily lives. Even though financial and material assets are scarce,
people usually discover a wide range of resources by means of
asset-inventories. Also, we provide simple tools for developing a
vision (long-term goals), short-term goals and ways to plan.

Highlight: Training of school learners at Nombulelo High School
“Is there anything which has changed for you since the beginning of
the training’ (Responses by Thabiso Life Skills youth using our course
evaluation form):
“Everything starts with me”;
“I am useful”;
‘Stay positive – I stopped looking at what I don’t have – the
glass half full makes me thinking of all of my potentials and
strengths”;
“I have learned that I can go as far as I want because we all
have assets to turn our lives around and be proud”;
“Fear to fail is the only thing that can stop me from
becoming who I want to be – everything starts within
yourself – be your own person”;
“The ABCD training has been nothing but a light to my
future. It came to me when I was already giving up but the
encouragement helped a lot”;
‘I learned that I can be confident and always must know my
worthiness”;
“The way how to start a business from the ground but also
how to work together with people”;
“Start with your own thing and stop complaining about
unemployment”.

The main objective of the courses is to raise self-confidence and
motivation. This is done through uncovering their capacities and
further valuable resources which people bring to bear on their daily
lives. Even though financial and material assets are scarce, people
usually discover a wide range of resources through assetinventories. Also, we provide simple tools for developing a vision
(long-term goals), short-term goals and ways to plan.
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“A mindset change is often contagious. When people come up with daring ideas, others get inspired and encouraged to think beyond their
(Petra Künkel)
wish to assist each other with formalising and implementing their
ideas and to teach each other their skills.

Siya Sonke (“We are going together”)
The Siya Sonke project was started in 2016 and will last until June
2021. With Siya Sonke we aim at promoting wellness in the entire
household. They are 35 families from Joza community in
Grahamstown. All of them are ABCD course graduates. We have
been giving guidance on how to apply ABCD in their individual lives
and have offered various life skills and wellness interventions for
the children and youth of these households.

We are pleased to share that among the 35 Siya Sonke partners
seven young women in the light of their visions commenced Higher
Education with GADRA, Rhodes University and Eastern Cape
Midlands College. We also have a few reports about increases in
household income through a variety of activities where women
simply found the courage to pursue a passion and talent. Our term
newsletter
shares
examples
of
such
individual
stories: http://raphaelcentre.co.za/reports-media/.

In particular, our team gave guidance in creating human, physical,
social and financial asset inventories for each household. Based on
this, a family and/ or individual vision was created (where people
see themselves in ten years). We assisted with developing realistic
goal setting which would help in translating a vision into plans of
action. This year, Nomaxabiso from the ABCD team saw each of the
families four times. This was to receive feedback on the recent
actions taken in response to individual and family plans. Besides,
our colleague repeated baseline questions and documented
experiences from the visits in field diaries and with outcomemapping. This was to monitor and track change.

A Siya Sonke highlight was the ABCD Wellness-Festival for World
Aids Day in December. This event was about sharing stories of
success but also experiences made and questions raised in the
process of ABCD in practice. The report is available:
https://raphaelcentre.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/SiyaSonke-ABCD-Festival2018-1.pdf.

We are at the project stage where we encourage and promote
community-driven groups created by our Siya Sonke partners. They
are intended to share knowledge, provide mutual support and
encourage entrepreneurship to raise household income.

Siya Sonke Children and Youth

This year, our Siya Sonke partners have formed five entrepreneurial
groups which are catering, farming and gardening, early childhood
development, crafting (sewing, knitting and woodwork), and small
snack trading businesses. All of them are composed of women who

With the children and youth from the Siya Sonke families we
facilitated a wide range of life-skills activities and offered tutoring.
In particular, our team and volunteers have seen the children
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“A mindset change is often contagious. When people come up with daring ideas, others get inspired and encouraged to think beyond their
(Petra Künkel)
weekly and facilitated topics such as child protection &
assertiveness skills, children and youth rights & responsibilities, selfesteem & leadership, gender-bias, persona-doll story-telling
workshops on local teenage issues such as ‘blessers and blessies’,
being an HIV-positive teenager, and ‘early pregnancy’ (teenage
pregnancy). Tutoring has taken place just before the half and end
year exams. And finally, all children were exposed to asset-based
thinking and tools in age-appropriate ways.

Sonke youth participants. The camp took five days and offered a
colourful bunch of different activities to teach outdoor-skills and
stimulate team-building. But most importantly they were fun:
Middle ropes course, hiking to and swimming in waterfalls, group
dynamics, night hike, role play, baking and traditional dance.

Special thanks must also go to the Grahamstown Parent Network
for hosting a community-wide Christmas gifts donation campaign
every year. We wish to emphasize that for a few years now, our
children and youth received beautiful Christmas gifts with little
name labels and personal notes from their individual donours. They
were handed over at the Christmas party in December. We wish to
thank Sue Powers (GPN) and all the kind souls who contributed to a
joyful Christmas event for the children and youth at Raphael Centre!

Community for Siya Children and Youth
We wish to express our deepest gratitude to Rotary, Rotaract,
WESSA, Rhodes, and especially Sarah Hanton, who have been
sponsoring and organising safari trips in Addo Elephant Park for the
last few years. On Heritage Day this year, we could bring 23 of our
children and youth on this very adventure to see elephants, zebras,
kudus, elands, tortes and other animals.
Also, Hobbiton Outdoor & Education Centre in Hogsback has
organized camps for underprivileged children for several years. And,
annually, they have invited our youth to attend this amazing
opportunity in the Amatola Mountains. Among 120 children and
youth from various organisations and schools, there were ten Siya
12
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Our Vision
People believing in themselves, working together to create healthy and caring communities

Our Mission
We work with people and organisations in Makana to build physical, mental and social
health to inspire hope.

Our Development Philosophy
We believe sustainable development comes from within.
Our processes are rooted within an Asset Based Community Development paradigm.
We walk with our learning partners, at their own pace, defined by their momentum of change.
Our values guide our practice: Integrity and honesty; Respect and caring; Discipline and good work ethic;
Courage; Humility; Loyalty; Lifelong learning.
We understand that “to go far, we go together”.
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Anne Loeffler
General Manager

Zodwa Goje
HIV counselling and testing Programme

Nolukholo Ngqavu
Administrator

Nomfundo Thobi
HIV Counselling and Testing Programme

Nomaxabiso Fani
ABCD Programme

Contact Details:
PO Box 712 Grahamstown 6139
Tel.: +27 (0) 82 966 2555
Email: anne@raphaelcentre.co.za

027-238-NPO
930 016 816 PBO

www.raphaelcentre.co.za

